
Ruleform Composition
the economical

_
Ludlow way



The Ludlow Ruleform System is a unique method of casting quality rule forms in easy to handle

slug form. This system does away with the old-fashioned method of cutting and fitting brass or

steel rule, and the patented slug-aligning matrix described below permits much more accurate

alignment of the vertical rules than other systems.
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The slug-aligning matrix

keyto the Ludlow

BulefornSystem!
is the patented

chealigning matrix. Ass! na e, this matrix casts

‘congue projection on i feeae of the slug head
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Intersecting ruleform matrices

Ludlow intersecting ruleform matrices are unique in

that they cast the vertical and horizontal rules as a

where horizontal and vertical rules join.
These matrices are also uniquein constructionandmanufacture.
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ADVANTAGES OF LUDLOW.RULEFORM

All-slug make-up

The recognized advantages of all-slug make-up are
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Unlimited material

With Ludlowruleformand

Dstacematricesat hand
tal in the erucible,will never forms

missing type or rules.

Multiple forms

udlow Ruleform matrices. When the press bed per-ae printing a form 2, 4, 5,16 or more up, the form can



be cast easily in multiple, aaa reducing costs in

boioththe composinig room al press room.Many
cate forms on the Ludlow is generally less expensive
than making cibihe
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also avoids delay in get-

ting the forms to the

Standing Forms

Since reprints are usually ordered, it is in the printer's

and rule methods a standing form deprives the com-

posing room of type and rules for other jobs. With the

Ludlow Ruleforms standing, however, the printer will

be affectedby any lack ofmaterial.
and cause delay if
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Reduced make-ready

With both type and rules on brand new sluglines pro-

duced on the same machine, and all lines

Sycoedinelyaccurate in height- to paper, make-ready time is re-
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SETTING A LUDLOW RULEFORM

A made-u leform, produced in its entirety on the

Ludlow, is ered at right: first with the slug lines

ecparal
‘ed to show just how it is made up, and second

closed up in assembled form, ready to print.

nSwill beapparentfrom the illustrationof the separate

Beginning with the top fine
of the ruleform (bottom of

the illustration), these

Arule-slug produced by inserting a Ludlow rule

block in the Ludlow matrix stick and castinga slug.

Blank slugs cast on the Ludlow machine, with a

blank slug block used instead of a line of Wee
d type slug

paging:portions of the vertical rule- eeStone:The

Ludlow caster may be set to repeat-cast these blank

slugs automatically.

‘Same slugs closed up, in assembled form ready to print

Type headings within the boxes formed by the

rizontal and vertical

ipoSea
cast from

lines of Ludlow matrices set s tely in the same

matrix stick, with the words jeeataain the line as

feauiredbycopy.
.

e blank portions of these slugs also are of exact

ight to support the overhanging portions of ie
vertical rule-sections when the form is assembled.

Ruleform slugs. These slugs are cast from lines

consisting of intersecting rule matrices, horizon-

tal rule matrices, and a slug-aligning matrix.
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Dotted Ruleform
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and 1-point vertical rule is ilustratedbelow.
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ECONOMY AND QUALITY

Efficient and economical

compostoHdd
of

high quality is only oneof the advantages af-

d tl mmercial printer by theLudlanesystem
of hand-set slug-cast composition. The simplicity and

ease of the Ludlowsystem,its speedin production
setnew standards for this kind of compOsi
Many small shops throughout the world aa Bailea

profitable business specializing in ruleforms and, in

handling such work, depend entirely on the Ludlow for

their composition. Other Ludlow-equipped plants with

typeface-matrix equipment have found that the addi-

tion of Ludlow ruleform matrices provides another way
to make the Ludl
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Ludlow Ruleform Matrices
Horizontal Rule Matrices

Hairline

points to 21 picas, inclusiveMade up in sets of

One-pointi
Intersecting Rule Matrices — Standard Sizes

L

Horizontal Face Vertical Face

RF 11-21Hairline Hairline

RF 12-21Hairline

RF 13-21Hairline Half-point

RF 14A-21Hairline

RF 14-21Hairline

Hairline One-point RF 17-21

HairlineOne-point

RF 72-21One-point

RF 73-21One-point | Half-point

RF 74A-21One-point

RF 74-21One-point

RF 77-21One-point One-pointele
fpe
fel
ety
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ly
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ede

Hairline
*

Half-point

One-point

Designation

— Hairline SA 10-91

— One-point SA 70-91 Standard Point Sizes: 12,14, 16,18, 20,22 and 24 point

Blank Space SA 00-90



Ludlow Dotted Ruleform Matrices
_

Horizontal Dotted Rule Matrices

inclusive

Intersecting Dotted Rule Matrices

Standard Sizes

12pt. 14pt. 16pt. 18pt. 20pt. 22pt. 24 pt. Horizontal Face Vertical Face Designation

| | | | | | | Dotted Hairline RF 331-21

1ce wal | | | Dotted DoubleHairline
RF 332-21

(2 pe ace)

| lt | | | | |
,

Dotted Half-point RF 333-21

ieee. al | | | | Dotted Double Half-point RF 3344-21

(14point whitespace)

ll | ll || | | Dotted Doublean at
RF 334-21

(2pointwhite

| | | | | | | Dotted One-point RF 337-21

Dotted Dotted RF 3333-21

Vertical Dotted Rule Matrices

Standard Sizes 4

12 pt. 14 pt. 16 pt. 18pt. 2Opt. 22pt. 24 pt. Vertical Face Designation

Dotted RF 033-01

Slug-Aligning Dotted Rule Matrices

Designation

. Dotted SA 330-91

Blank Space SA 00-9 s
Standard Point Sizes: 12,14, 16,18, 20, 22 and 24 point

LUDLOW TYPOGRAPH COMPANY
2032 Clybourn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60614


